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QUESTION 1

Which of the following sentences is correct? 

A. There is a way of taking the screenshots of modal message boxes with error messageson web pages with Selenium
WebDriver library 

B. There is no way of taking the screenshots of message boxes with error messages, because the situation when an
error is shown on a webpage means that an automated test script has thrown an exception 

C. There is no way of navigating on a web page when modal message box is shown, so there is no way of taking a
screenshot 

D. There is a way of taking a screenshot of modal message box with error message, but it has to be done outside of
Selenium WebDriver library e.g., with Selenium Screenshot library 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

which of the following may be used as a closing tag? 

A.  

B.  

C. 

 

D.  

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Consider the following XML document 

A. //temperature[Berlin]/text() 
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B. //temperature[city="Berlin"]/text () 

C. //*[@city=\\'Berlin\\' 3/text () 

D. //* f@city="Berlin"]/CDATA 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following snippets of code would allow you to open a browser window and go to the python web site using
WebDriver with Python bindings? 

A. driver = webdriver Chrome() get(\\'HTTPS //www python com) 

B. driverwebdnver Chrome() driver refresh(\\'HTTPS://www_python com\\') 

C. driver = webdriver Chrome() driver.get(\\'HTTPS://www.python com\\') 

D. driver webdriver Chrome(HTTPS://www python com) 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Your web application uses a framework that creates dialogs using templates such that "OK" and "Cancel" buttons are
reused by multiple dialogs The dialogs are complicated, with many buttons and other elements. You are allowed to
make changes to the source code to help in testing 

Which of the following is the BEST approach for locating the Cancel button in one specific dialog? 

A. Add a unique class name to the button and locate it within a loaded dialog 

B. Add a unique ID to the button and locate it within a loaded dialog 

C. Use the absolute XPath for the button for the loaded dialog 

D. Use the link text for the button to locate it within a loaded dialog 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

If you need to test the content within a specific frame in a web page, which one of the following is the BEST approach
for gaining access to the frame? 

A. Get handles for the open frames and switch to the frame with that handle 

B. Execute JavaScriptwindow_open code to open the desired frame 

C. Create a WebDriver object for the frame and use the gotframeQ method using the object 
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D. Use the swltch_to class to switch to the desired frame 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

Given the following piece of code: 

Which page will be displayed in the web browser after its execution? 

A. httpsV/perl.org 

B. httpsZZpython.org 

C. Browser\\'s home page 

D. The page cannot be determined 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

In the web application you are testing, you need to select several options in a dropdown menu Which of the following is
the BEST approach for selecting a dropdown option using WebDriver? 

A. Use the switch_to class to switch to the dropdown element, and then click on the option in the dropdown 

B. Click on the dropdown option using its relative XPath 

C. Click on the dropdown option using its absolute XPath 

D. Click on the dropdown element and then click on the option in the dropdown 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

Which of the following is a good definition for a fixture? 

A. A mock object or environment used to consistently test some item, device, or piece of software 
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B. A function in a software library whose main purpose is to call another function often adding or enhancing functionality 

C. A test automation pattern which requires that technical logic and business logic be dealt with at different levels 

D. An environment for automated test scripts to execute, including tools, libraries 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

What is the technical debt of a project? 

A. The cost of hardware taken into account in the project budget 

B. The cost of additional work in the project due to defects and inefficiencies in code and project design 

C. The acronym of "directly evaluating binary testing" 

D. The cost of implementation of keywords in Keyword Driven Testing, which is to be performed by technical tester 

Correct Answer: A 
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